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RAZORLEAF IN THE NEWS!

"Remaining Productive During Lockdown"

"Digital Twin Drives PLM Evolution"

"Roadmap Holds the Key to Maximizing PLM’s Value"
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Razorleaf Partners with OpenBOM
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Razorleaf Announces New PLM

Managed Services O�erings

Announcing our PLM Managed Services
program has been enhanced with new

security and infrastructure management
options. Our proactive PLM system
management services ensure your

environment is up and running at peak
performance and accuracy for your

business today and the future.

Razorleaf Partners with

OpenBOM

Announcing Razorleaf is now an
OpenBOM Certi�ed Consulting Partner to

help SMBs connect the various silos of
data in their organization. We

provide products and services that extend,
optimize, and automate OpenBOM. Our

proven BOM methodologies and best
practices can help you move from

disconnected Excel/spreadsheet-based
processes to an e�ective collaborative

BOM solution.

Digital Transformation Enabling

Integration

As the world becomes more digital, the
conversation around integration becomes

more interesting. Organizations have a
growing need to better access the vast
amounts of data they are gathering to

make better, faster decisions.  
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On-Demand Webinar Series:

Manufacturing Suite for Aras

Check out our new on-demand webinar
series.  We showcase how Aras users can
extend their processes and procedures

with the Manufacturing Suite to optimize
business and operational performance. 
Razorleaf’s �exible solution enables the

next generation of digitalization –
successfully advancing your PLM

Ecosystem.

DriveWorks 3D Preview:

Tips and Tricks 

Visualization can be key in helping your
users understand what they are

con�guring and what your customers will
be ordering. And while 3D is a great way to
provide an unambiguous representation
of a product that may not even exist yet,

generating 3D content can require a lot of
overhead and time.

Building a Better Normal

Eric Doubell shares his thoughts on what it
is going to take to Build a Better Normal
post-COVID crisis. He notes "The current
crisis has been anything but predictable

and has shown us how unprepared many
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businesses are – from small businesses to
the largest manufacturers. By thinking and

investing di�erently, we stand to make
great gains."

Why Digital Twin?

In this article, Jonathan Scott discusses the
importance of model �delity to digital

twins. He emphasizes the need to build
higher �delity models paired with realistic
simulation scenarios when creating digital

twins for better predictability.
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